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An out of box
Document Management
Solution
that has been designed specifically to resolve the pains in pharmacies
and make your journey in POPI compliance more enjoyable. PharmaVault
makes it easy to store customer scripts and other related documents
digitally in three effortless steps. A powerful and intuitive cloud-based
solution available anytime and anywhere. *Internet access required
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Package
Options

Bronze

Users

Silver

Gold

Platinum

Unlimited

5

10

20

10GB

20GB

40GB

100GB

Training

Email

Email

Remote + Email

Remote + Email

3 Hours

3 Hours

5 Hours

5 Hours

Backup

Optional

Optional

Monthly Backup

Monthly Backup

Storage
Support

Included

Included

Included

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

R 999 PM

R 1 499 PM

R 1 999 PM

R 2 999 PM

Included

Email
Forms/Digital Signatures

Price

Features
‣

Easy access via a computer web

‣
‣

browser or tablet, no software required.
Quick search for customer information
Store contact information of your

‣

suppliers
Setup reminders on customer scripts

‣

and improve on your stock
management of medicine
Manage repeating scripts

‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣

Peace of mind with advanced security
and encryption
Assign Tasks to staff
Document preview
Email documents
Add notes or link documents to other
files in the system
Detailed user auditing for POPI
compliance
Notes
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At a glance, see what’s

Give access to folders and

happening in your business
through our graphical
dashboard

manage the permission to
view, email or download the
document.

Create personal task boards
for yourself or colleagues &

See an eagle view of

set reminders.
Upload and access all your
documents in our intuitive
easy to use file manager.
Search for any document
using key index information.

reminders, tasks assigned to
yourself our colleagues in
your department.
A powerful automatic
revision tool to help you keep
the latest copy of your file
available, and access to all
old versions.

POPI Compliance
TERMS

The Protection of Personal Information Act
LAW

(or POPI Act) is South Africa’s equivalent of
the EU GDPR. It sets some conditions for
responsible parties (called controllers in
other jurisdictions) to lawfully process the
personal information of data subjects

SECURITY
REQUIREMENTS

(both natural and juristic persons). The
POPI Act is important because it protects
data subjects from harm, like theft and
discrimination. The risks of noncompliance include reputational damage,
fines and imprisonment, and paying out
damages claims to data subjects. The
biggest risk, after reputational damage, is
a fine for failing to protect important data.

REGULATIONS

Powered by the worlds most used, trusted
and recommended cloud provider.
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Why the Need to Go Digital
01

Access to Information
Any employee requiring access to customer information should be identified, and their
employment agreements checked to ensure they have agreed in writing to treat all
such information as strictly confidential. Individual passwords to access the information
should be given, which should be updated from time to time. A generic password for all
staff is not effective in preventing breaches in confidentiality.

02

Accidental Destruction
‘Crashing’ of hard drives or servers can lead to the destruction of personal information.
Suitable back-up solutions should be in place to either limit or prevent this.

03

Theft
The possession of medical records from clients’ needs to be treated with utmost
security in mind therefore conventional methods needs to be relooked at. The physical
storage of documents require staff to constantly be mindful of this and poses a
weakness to your business.

04

Cost
The physical storage of documents could become expensive when taking all factors
into account, together with the amount of physical space that is occupied that could
use more productively.

05

Acts of Nature
Acts of nature are unpredictable threats that every business comes across. Storing
important documents on site without some sort of back opens us up to this treat.

Loved by Pharmacists

A product the Pharmacy
council has endorsed which
not only eased my auditing
but also promotes client's
satisfaction.

A world class solution

Had my doubts before

with consistent support. A

beginning, best decision I

means of overall

ever made. Allowed my

improvement. Not a

team to become much

single regret.

more effective and efficient.

Tel: 010 500 1589 | www.officevault.co.za
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